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Electron capture from inner shells by fully stripped ions*
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Cross sections for electron capture from inner atomic shells by fully stripped ions, of velocities high compared
to the electron velocities in the inner-shell orbits, are calculated in the second Born approximation. The theory
of Drisko for electron capture by protons from hydrogen is generalized to projectiles and targets of arbitrary
atomic numbers Zi and Z2, respectively. For ions of low velocity, the effects of binding and Coulomb
deflection are accounted for in a manner similar to that of Brandt and his co-workers in the theory for direct
ionization to the continuum of the target atom. The results are in good agreement with experimental capture
cross sections, whereas the Oppenheimer-Brinkman-Kramers approximation overestimates such cross sections.
The contribution of electron capture to inner-shell ionization cross sections increases with increasing Z, /Z, and
brings them into agreement with experiment.

I. INTRODUCTION

Qver the last few years, it has become ap-
parent that ionization of a target atom by a moving
charged particle proceeds not only through direct
ionization to the continuum of the target but also
through electron capture by the projectile. ' "
Reliable cross sections for electron capture are
needed to know the contribution of this process
to the creation of a vacancy in the inner shell of
the target atom. " In the following we restrict
the discussion to nonrelativistic projectiles. Then
one has to consider only nonradiative electron
capture, because radiative capture can be ne-
glected. " The Qppenheimer" -Brinkman-Kra-
mers" (OBK) approximation is known to over-
estimate electron capture cross sections, es-
pecially for slow collisions. Nikolaev" introduced
scaling factors to obtain an empirical fit for the
total electron capture from all shells of the target
atom. Following this idea, Halpern and Law' pro-
posed that the proper cross sections for electron
capture from inner shells by fully stripped ions
can be obtained by scaling down the OBK cross
sections with an empirically fitted factor for each
velocity of the projectile. Usage of an empirical
"correction" has by now become a common pro-
cedure. """""'"

We formulate the theory in a manner which does
not require the introduction of such empirical cor-
rection factors. The electron-capture cross sec-
tions are derived for fully stripped ions which
are either fast or slow when compared with the
electron velocities in the inner-shell orbits. The
calculation is as easy as the OBK approximation
which is discussed in Sec. II. Section III contains
the results of the second Born approximation in the
high velocity limit; in Sec. IV the binding and
Coulomb-deflection effects are incorporated into
the theory as derived in the low-velocity limit.

The fast- and slow-collision cross sections are
joined through a simple interpolation formula and
compared with data in Sec. V. Appendix A gives
impact-parameter -dependent functions for electron
capture as calculated in the QHK approximation
and utilized in the derivation of the binding effect.
A sample calculation of electron-capture cross
sections is delineated in Appendix 8,

Except in the figures, atomic units are used
throughout.

II. OBK APPROXIMATION

Theories of electron capture have been summa-
rized in numerous books and review articles. ""
Only a concise set of facts about the QBK approxi-
mation as it pertains to our approach is presented
in this section. We consider the electron capture
from an inner shell S=K, I, or subshell S=E,
I.„L„I,, of the target atom to a bound (S' shell)
or a continuum state of the fully stripped ion.
Such a rearrangement collision can be reduced to
a three-body scattering problem by the active-
electron assumption, "viz. , that all electrons,
except for the one which is being transferred,
are passive spectators in the collision. Their
function is to screen (i) the active electron from
its target nucleus, and (ii) the Coulomb repulsion
between the nuclei of the target atom and projec-
tile.

The role of the internuclear interaction has
been treated extensively in the literature, often
as a controversy. The neglect of this interaction
in the perturbing potential of the first plane-wave
Born approximation is known as the OBK approxi-
mation. We summarize the arguments in support
of this approximation. On physical grounds, cross
sections should not be changed by simply adding
a constant in the perturbing potential. " The inter-
nuclear interaction is such a constant with respect
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to the electronic variables. The neglect of the
internuclear interaction between the projectile-
target nuclei, of mass M„M,»1, was justified
rigorously in the high-velocity limit. ""A first-
order solution of coupled equations for the
transition amplitudes is possible for all veloc-
ities after a canonical transformation (see, e.g. ,
p. 200 of Ref. 34) which moves the internuclear
interaction into a phase factor. " Except for elec-
tron capture by protons from hydrogen, ""the
first plane-wave Born approximation grossly
overestimates the experimental cross sections. "'"
The reduction of the internuclear interaction, in
such a way as to make the total perturbing poten-
tial vanish at infinite separations, "does not seem
to give much of an improvement over the OBK ap-
proximation.

A. Electron capture to bound states

The OBK calculations for electron transfer between
the ground states of the hydrogen-proton system" '"
have been extended to first excited states, "and
to all possible rearrangements between the states
of hydrogenlike atoms. "" The sum rules for the
Fourier transforms of the hydrogenic states lead
to the simple result that the cross section for
electron capture by the particle of velocity v, is"

a11%' space, one obtains an upper estimate for the
electron-capture cross section to the continuum
o'sc We find thatOBK

OBK /' 2 2 2 2
OBK PSK ) IV(+ (V2S —V(K)/V(j + 4V(K

( )

III. HIGH-VELOCITY IONS

In an unpublished, yet well publicized"'" "
thesis, Drisko" derived cross sections for elec-
tron capture from hydrogen by protons of velocity
v, »1 as

(T(v, » 1)= (0.295+ 5(Tv, /2")(T o "(v, » 1), (3)

where (ToBK(v, » 1) denotes the OBK cross section
in the high-velocity limit. Drisko's choice of
particular transition amplitudes has been justi-
fied through the iteration of Faddeev's equations"
as well as from the standpoint of field theory. "
As shown by Dettmann and Leibfried, "Eq. (3) is
obtained in the second Born approximation from

The expression in the braces becomes =1 in the
limits of 1.ow and high velocities or when v»» v, K.
The cross section for electron capture to the continu-
um is then at least 2Z', times smaller than 0,„'",
the cross section for electron capture to a K shell.
We neglect its contribution in the following.

oBK 2 &+19 2
V1$ V2

5

5v' v' + —,'(v'+ v' —v' )'/v'
1 1$ 1 2$ 1$ 1

(T(v, » 1)
(TOBK(v 00 1)

"db 1 1
5 5, 5+if, -5

db
b6

in terms of the hydrogenic orbital velocities
v, s = Z, /n, and v, s

=Z, /n„where n,, and n, are
the principal quantum numbers of electrons in the
S and S' shell, respectively. The OBK cross sec-
tions for subshell transitions have been derived in
closed forms. "

Furthermore, the formulas based on the
screened hydrogenic wave functions and observed
binding energy —,

'
v2'~9~, were derived by Nikolaev"

in the OBK approximation. We will use and denote
OBKthese cross sections as (T ss~ (gs). Note that now

v, s=Z, S/n„where Z~ =Z, —0.3 and Z,T, , =Z,
—4.15 (i = 1, 2, 3) as prescribed by the Slater
rules. " However, the projectile wave functions
and energies are still hydrogenic, which restricts
our considerations to fully stripped ions.

B. Electron capture to the continuum

Experiments' "and calculations"'" "have
shown that the differential cross section for elec-
tron capture to the continuum of the projectile
peaks at k' =R -v, =0, where k' and% are the mo-
menta of the captured electron relative to the pro-
jectile and target atom, respectively. We have
calculated this cross section in the OBK approxi-
mation and k —v1 0 limit. . By integrating it over

which, with" b, = 4b, and after straightforward
calculations, " leads to

(T(v, » 1) 275 5 ln3 5(Tb,'
(ToB (v, »1) 384 512 2'p

(4)

(5)

v2s~ vis')
V2s~ vis') 2"(v, s + v, s)

(7)

Although derived for v, » v», we extend this
result to v, ~v» to cover the experimental range
16 v, /v, s& 10. We use Nikolaev's OBK cross
sections without going to the high-v, limit" and

where 5,'/P, = v, /2'.
We generalize this result to electron capture

from an inner subshell S. The ion velocity v, is
taken to be large compared to the velocities v»
and v, $ of the electron in the target atom subshell
and the ion shell S' before and after the collision,
respectively. By inspection of Dettmann's formu-
la,s ""one notes that

bo/Po = v, /2'(v„. + v„)
in Eq. (5). Thus we obtain the equation"
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obtain
OBK

v. s vis )-3 ss (~s) (8)

2Z,Z~ 1 —e "(I+4y+ —,'y'+ r c~y')
~2L ~ L 3'

where the factor 3 approximates the right-hand
side of Eq. (7) to within 10/0 up to v, /v, z-—10.

For higher ion velocities, relativistic effects in
electron capture may introduce corrections to the
nonrelativistic OBK cross sections that ar'e of
comparable order to the second term in Eq. (7),
In fact, the relativisitc effects lower css by S%

OBK

for electron capture from hydrogen by 10-MeV
protons"; this happens to compensate the con-
tribution of the second term in Eq. (7) in such a
way that Eq. (8) becomes accurate with error
less than 1/0.

IV. LOW-VELOCITY IONS

As was done in the theory for direct ionization
to the continuum of the target atom, " "we include
in the theory for electron capture two effects not
contained in the OBK approximation. They are
(i) the increase in the binding energy of the inner-
shell electrons to be captured owing to the pres-
ence of the slow ion inside the inner shell during
the collision (see Sec. IVA); (ii) the deflection of
the ion from its initial straight-line trajectory in-
to a Kepler orbit by the Coulomb field of the tar-
get nucleus (see Sec. IVB).

A. Binding effect

where cL. takes the values 9 and 3 for the I., and

L2 3 subshells, respectively. " We average is
over all impact parameters"

s qs ~ ' ~ss' Xss' Xss'dXss' ~ 12

Equation (12) can be written as

f ~
= 1 + (2Z ~/Z 2 e 8 g)g g ~ (IS)

When screened hydrogenic wavefunctions are
employed as is done here, the W» functions are
given as a combination of Bessel functions which
formally differs from 8's for direct ionization
(see Appendix A). However, we find this differ-
ence to be small, especially when the results of
integrations in Eq. (12) with these weight functions
are considered (see Fig. 1). Thus, with the ana-
lytical approximations to 8's as given in Appen-

where xmas -=PvP with P as introduced in Appendix
A. The weight functions S'» correspond to W»
the squared absolute values of the Bang-Hansteen-
Mosebekk" matrix elements for direct ioniza-
tion, "and are normalized so that

J W„.(x)md'= l.
0

The influence of the projectile on the initial
state of the electron in the low-velocity regime
v, v» has been derived in the perturbed-station-
ary-state (PSS) theory. " We incorporate this
influence in first-order perturbation theory as an
effective increase of the binding energy of the
electron to be captured. The first-order pertur-
bation approach is sufficient for the capture from
the innermost shells in such collision systems
that Z, «Z2. As prescribed by the PSS theory,
the factor by which the reduced binding energy 8s
is increased

l. 4

I.5—

g„(c-o)
1.2

l.0

0.9—

POST

0, 1

0.1

eK =09

cg= 1+ d t$g( )rIg
I

(g(1)
2~2s~s I 0

0.8

PRIOR

( )
2Z,Z,» 1 —e "(1+y) (10)

is evaluated at the closest internuclear distance
In the straight-line trajectory approximation,

Qp equals the impact parameter P. With screened
hydrogenic wave functions Pe and y =-Z, g, one ob-
tains"

06 I

0.00I
I

0.0I O. I I.O

FlG. 1. Function g&, Eq. (13), evaluated from Eq.
(12) with the screened hydrogenic WzK Eq. (A8), and
normalized to gE(& 0) obtained with W+K '(& 0) of
Eq. (AB). As defined in Appendix A, c is typically less
than 3 and proportional to v

&
at low velocities. Results

of post and prior formulations are shown in the upper-
and lower-halves of the figure, respectively.
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dixes A of Ref. 72 and of this paper, one obtains

1+ 5x+ 7.14x'+ 4.27x'+ 0.95x'
gsc" =

(1+x)'

g~ (x}= (1+ 7x+ 15.3x'+ 29.2x'+ 26.7x'

+ 11.4x'+ 1.90x')/(1+ x)',

g~ (x) = (1+ Qx+ 36x'+ 84x'+ 112x'

(15)

+ 89.8x'+ 43.7x'+ 12x'+ 1.42 x')/(1+ x)',

(16)

as suitable analytical approximations to the exact
functions from which g~ can be calculated with
errors ~1/(;." Here x equals v»/VP. The binding
effect reduces electron capture by effectively
increasing 8g to e~6I~. With Nikolaev's OBK cross
sections azs 1(6~)'the cross section including the

OBL

binding effect 0~, . becomes
B 08Koss'=oss'( sos).

B. Coulomb-deflection effect

The propagation of heavy projectiles (M, »1}can
be treated quantum mechanically or classically
with identical results. Specifically the OBK ap-
proximation describes the projectile, in the quan-
tum-mechanical version, as a plane wave or,
in the semiclassical version, as a classical par-
ticle moving along a straight-line trajectory. It
neglects the influence of the internuclear repulsion
on the motion of the incoming particle.

The Coulomb-deflection effect has been derived
for direct ionizations by a classical particle. "
In slow collisions, it amounts to a multiplicative fac-
tor exp( —wdq~) where d= Z,Z, (M, '+M, ')/v', is the
half-distance of closest approach in a head-on colli-
sion and q~ is the momentum transfer in direct ion-
ization to the continuum state of the tar get atom with

energy —', k'. This exponential factor can also be ob-
tained by comparing the Coulomb and plane waves
at the origin, P= 0,"since effectively the close
collisions are dominating in the slow collision
limit. " With the proper normalization procedure
for the Coulomb-scattering transition amplitude, ""
one obtains the factor exp[-mZ, Z, M(1/K,. -1/K&)],
where M '=M, '+M, ' and K, and K& are initial and
final momenta of the particle, respectively. In
particular, for electron capture this gives

q„.(6,)=-K;-Kz= ' " ' ' '' +-,v, .
Vj

V. COMPARISON WITH EXPERIMENT

To obtain cross sections for electron capture
from an inner shell 8 to all shells S' of fully
stripped ions at all velocities, we join" our for-
mulas as derived in the low-, Eq. (19), and high-,
Kq. (8), velocity limit and sum" over S' so that

5
10 I I

I
I I I I I I I

frs

[b]

10

10'

IO

The use of d~s. instead of d has been argued by Bang
and Hansteen" as justified, e.g. , by the investiga-
tions of the Coulomb excitation of nuclei. "

The Coulomb repulsion has been shown to play
a crucial role in the QBK calculations of differen-
tial cross sections for electron capture. "

We incorporate the binding and 'Coulomb-deflec-
tion effects into the theory for electron capture
from S to S' shell as

oss'("1 'Uzs) 1s')

=exp[-))d q s (uses)loss (&sos) (19)

where v, «v», v, s is to stress that this result
has been derived for low-velocity ions.

C
ass' ——expI vdss qss (Hs}]o'osss"(8s) (18) IO

0
I I I 1 I I I I I I I I

5 10

E,[Mev j
15

with

being the symmetrized version of d and

FIG. 2. Electron capture cross sections from K and
L shell of argon by protons according tc the OBK
approximation (Ref. 27) (dashed curves) and the theory
as given in Eq. (20) (solid curves). Experimental data
are from Ref. 86.
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SS &~1 2 S9 ~is ) Ks (~1 U2S1 I 1S )

Oss'(II1- I'2s~ "Is')+ 2 Oss'("1~ II2S~ I11s')
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The only direct data for electron capture from
inner shells are the cross sections reported by
Macdonald, locke, and Eidson. " As shown in
Fig. 2, the agreement between these data and Eq.
(20) is very satisfactory, considering experiment-
al uncertainties in the unraveling of the K-shel)
cross sections in a coincidence experiment. To
test Eq. (20) in slow collisions, we compare it in
Fig. 3 with a vast amount of cross sections for
total electron capture, ' "i.e. , from all shells,
of various target atoms. Agreement is satisfactory
except for very slow collisions e, ~ 1, where our
perturbative approach may not be valid. More-
over, in slow collisions, the total electron-capture
cross sections are dominated by contributions
from outer shells which are poorly described by
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the screened hydrogenic wave functions.
To further test Eq. (20) for electron capture

from inner shells, we calculated its contribution
to ionization of the K shell of argon by fully
stripped ions. By adding electron-capture cross
sections to direct ionization cross sections, "we

improve the agreement with experiments' '"4" as
shown in Figs. 4 and 5. In fact, the contribution
of electron capture can be as large as that of direct
ionization.

Our results may be compared with numerical
coupled-state calculations which, however,
heretofore have been performed only for rela-
tively simple proj ectile-target combinations,
such as the proton -hydrogen system ioo

eralizations to systems of arbitrary Z, and Z,
are now beglnnlng to appear '" For Zl/Z2) 3

the present theory for electron capture as well
as the theory for direct ionization might be
breaking down although more ionization data
should be analyzed to affirm such a conclu-
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.FIG. 3. Ratios of' experimental to theoretical cross
sections for electron capture from all shells of
&H, 2He, ;N, 80, and &ONe by protons. Experimental
data O'"P are from Refs. 87-98; theoretical cross sec-
tions are calculated in the OHK approximation (Ref. 27)0""; and from Eq. (20), 0, in the upper. and lower parts
of this figure, respectively. The arrow indicates the
energy for protons with velocity of one atomic unit.

FIG. 4. Cross sections for K-shell ionization of &8Ar

by fully stripped ions according to the direct ionization
theory (Ref. 99) (dotted curves) and to the electron
capture theory as given in Eq. (20) (dashed curves). The
solid curves represent the sum of direct ionization and

electron capture cross sections. Experimental data
are from Ref. 2; error bars include our estimates of
uncertainties in fluorescence yields.
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[bj

IO'—

xss ~
= ~&= (&'ss, + vis )"'P as

I

doss'(xss') = ~ss'2" Pss'(xss')xss'dxss' )

where I'» is an impact-parameter-dependent
function which is related to the transition amplitude
ass. and normalized such that

Pss (x) xdx=1.

lo—5

5-

2l
IO 20 50 40 50

E, tMevj
70

FIG. 5. Cross section for K-shell ionization of &8Ar

by fully stripped fluorine according to the direct ioniza-
tion theory (Ref. 99) (dotted curve) and to the electron
capture theory as given in Eq. (20) (dashed curve). The
solid curve represents the sum of direct ionization and
electron-capture cross sections. Experimental data
from Refs. 2, 19, and 22; error bars do not include
uncertainties in fluorescence yields. Solid and open
symbols show these data when the statistical fluore-
scence yield (~E = 0.184; Ref. 2) and Bhalla's

fluores-

cence

yieldd

(vz= 0.146; Ref. 19)are used, respectively.

sion. Experiments for which electron capture is
not negligible, i.e. , experiments with the systems
for which Z,/Z, is not very small, ought to be
performed with low- and high-velocity ions to test
the theory. Direct measurements of electron
capture from inner shells, such as those obtained
from coincidence experiments, "are needed.

In summary, we have developed a theory for
electron capture from inner shells by fully stripped
ions, and found it to be in satisfactory agreement
with experiment. In fact, electron capture be-
comes an important channel of inner-shell Coulomb
ionization as Z, /Z, increases.

In terms of the weight function Ass. ,

+ss'(xss')

S & S

ass' xss

OO 1
X Iass'(xss') I'xss'dxss'

0
s &s

(A2)

f „,= gr „./2s. ln the following we consider transi-
tion amplitudes obtained in the OBK approximation.

The OBK cross section had been derived by
Brinkman and Kramers" in the high projectile-
velocity limit of the semiclassical approximation
for electron transfer between the ground states
of hydrogen and proton. Their a~x" can be easily
generalized to asBS~ for the collision systems under
our consideration by substituting p for 1+ (-', v, )'.
However, we need to know ass" in the slow-colli-
sion limit for the derivation of the binding effect
in Sec. IV.

Bates and McCarroll"'"' demonstrated that the
factor exp(-iv, z) has to be introduced into the
transition amplitude to account for the translation-
al motion of the electron"' and to prove the equi-
valence of the quantum-mechanical and semiclassi-
cal treatments for electron capture in slow colli-
sions. With the z axis denoting the straight-line
trajectory of the projectile [see, e.g. , E(l.
(A 4.3.16) of Ref. 35], one obtains"~

OBK 1
ss (2s)zv
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where

f,(k) =- ~~( )elk( ds

(A3)

APPENDIX A: IMPACT-PARAMETER-DEPENDENT

FUNCTIONS FOR ELECTRON CAPTURE

In a semiclassical approximation, the differential
cross section with regard to impact parameter p
can be given in terms of the reduced variable

g. (k')-=1 (:(r) 'e'"' d'r,

and [see e.g. , E(l. (8.2.10) of Ref. 35]

k'+ V' 6I =k"+ V' s2s s xS'

In particular, for electron capture from a

(A5)
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screened hydrogenic K shell to a hydrogenic K'
shell one gets

f»( )-(„.,„.).
and

4g1/2 5/2

+» ( ) I I2 2+ vlK

(A6)

so that

OBK 8(~1K'~?»)
~zz'' = dk„e' "

W»K (x»K )

(K,[x»».(1 —c)"']-Ko(x»»~) —kcx»K K, (x»K )3'
-', + ac+ —,

' c'+ —,'(1. c) '+ (2/c) ln(1 —c)
(A8)

In the c-0 limit, Eq. (A8) reduces to

w»K'(x»K's ) sY»K K2 (»K (A9)

which is identical with the TV~ function for direct
ionization of the K shell in the slow-collision
limit. " With few exceptions, c is in the range
0.001 to —',. For such c, Eq. (A8) gives the same

dk„
„[k„'+ k', + P+ (1 —8»)v';»]'(k„' + k', + P)

~Ko[x»K.(1 —c)"']-Ko(x»K') ——,'cx»K Ki(x»K')

(A7)

where c = (1 —g»)v,'»/[P+ (1 —8»)v,'»] and K, and K,
are the modified Bessel functions of zeroth and

first order, respectively. We obtain'"

numerical values as Eq. (A9) to within at most
30/o over the range 0 ~ x»K. ~ 2.5 from which signif-
icant contributions may come to the integral in
Eq. (12). In fact, with typical values of c& —, , Eq.
(12) gives the same results to within 5% for W«.
of Eqs. (A8) and (A9) (see Fig. 1).

Following the above procedure, it can be shown,
after somewhat lengthy calculations, that W»s for
electron capture from the S subshells and 5 ~ for
direct ionization are identical functions when
derived in the slow-collision limit. An analytical
approximation to W»= W~, Eqs. (A9) and (16) of
Ref. 72, is given by Eq. (A3) of Ref. 72. The
second equation in Eq. (16) of this reference is in
error and should be replaced by

(A10)W, , (x) = —„', x'[K,'(x)+ K,'(x)],
which can be approximated with errors less than
I/o by

W...(x) =-,'(1+ 2x+1.8x'+x'+ 0.3x'+ ,', ~x'—)e

(A11)

APPENDIX B: SAMPLE CALCULATION OF CROSS SECTION
FOR ELECTRON CAPTURE

We illustrate the scheme of calculation for elec-
tron capture from the K shell of argon (Z, = 18,
M, =40x1823) by a 12.6-MeV ion of carbon (Z, = 6,
M, =12x1823). The orbital velocities of the elec-
tron before and after the collision are v,~=18 —0.3
= 17.7 and v, s = 6/n, „respectively; while the
velocity of the ion is vy: 6 50 With 3203 eV for
the observed binding energy of the argon K shell, '"
one obtains 8» = 3203/(-,' x 6.5 x 6.5 x 27.2) = 0.752.
Since (v,'»6» —v', s )/M, v, '«1, it is sufficient to
calculate d»s and q» ~ (0») as

TABLE I. Electron-capture cross sections in barns and quantities required for their com-
putation. The numerical values pertain to the sample calculation delineated in Appendix B
for electron capture from the K-shell of argon by 12.6 MeV fully stripped ions of 26C.

Quantity

OBK
S ~ {OE=0.752)

~zs'(ez =o 752)
v~ /~P
g~( 2 ~~P)

EOK

~as ('sc~z)
expf —7tdzs ques {&&6&)]
+ES (~ f 2K'+ f$ ~)

8'= K
(nf= 1)

1.9x lp5

18.6
0.908
0.604
1.54
28.4
0,987
8.2 xlp3

7, 6xlp3

S'= L
(n, =2)

1.3 xlp4

20.7
0.847
0.625
1.56
30.8
0.986
5 3x102

4.9xlp2

8=M
(n f=3)

3.5 x103

21.1
0.835
0.630
1.57
31.5
0.985
1.3 xl02

1.2 xlp

8'=N
(nf =4)

1 4xlp
21.2
0,831
0.631
1.57
31.5
0.985
5.5 xlp

5 lxlp

Ref. or Eq.

Ref. 27
Eq. (B2)
Eq. (B3)
Eq. (14)
Eq. (13)
Eq. (B2)
Eq. (19)
Eq. (19)

and Ref. 27
Eqs. (20),

(19) (8)
and Ref. 27
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g,g, 6x 18x (12+40)
Mv', 12x 40 x 1823x (6 50)'

-1
v ~ u'4s' z =

v,
117.8 —18/n',

6.50
3.25 = 21.4—2.8

g ]

The numerical values of q», .(e»),

V2z 1V 7

vP [(21.4 —2.8/n ')'+ 36/n ']'I'

g»(v2»/WP), «»8», q», (e»6»), and exp[-wd»s.

(Bl)

x q»~i(e»6»)] are listed in Table l for n, = 1, 2, 3,
and4. Thecrosssectionsc»s. (e»), c»s.(v,«v», v, s.),
and o~s are also displayed in this Table. On sum-
ming over all four S' shells in the first and last
line of Table I, one gets o»o'"(8») = 2.1 x10' b, and

0„=8.3&&10' b in the OBK approximation and
present theory, Eg. (20), respectively. By adding
these electron capture cross sections to the direct
K-shell-ionization cross section, 3.1& 10' b, ' we
obtain correspondingly 2,4&&10' b and 3.9x10'b
for K-shell ionization by the 12.6-MeV carbon
ions. The experimental value' deduced from the
x-ray production cross section with the statistical
fluorescence yield (&u» = 0.162) is 4.9x10' b.
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